
ACT I

FADE IN:

Billions of DARK SPECKS and DOTS float over a YELLOWISH-BROWN 
SURFACE, all connected by a HUGE NETWORK OF WIRY STINGS... 

We pull away further and further, the Dots and Strings 
growing smaller, CONDENSING into a more SOLID FORM, until 
it’s become a SINGLE, GRAINY WALL --

A RED LASER tears through the top of the Wall, slowly moves 
its way downward, then deactivates. The SPONGY Wall separates 
further from the incision:

EXT. CITY PARK - DAY

We pull out and follow the SLICE OF BREAD as it’s set on a 
PLATE by a YOUNG BOY, IVAN (10), holding a PEN-SHAPED GIZMO. 
He fires a LASER BEAM from the Gizmo to cut ANOTHER SLICE, 
places it on a SECOND PLATE.

He turns around, facing a YOUNG GIRL, ABBY (13), who is 
poking at a LARGE, CLUNKY CONTRAPTION ON LEGS, covered in a 
diversity of strewn-together MECHANICAL PARTS, MOTHERBOARDS, 
BUTTONS, and WIRES -- like something out of Back to the 
Future. Strangely enough, there is also an assortment of 
PICNIC FOODS AND GOODS scattered about with the TOOLS AND 
LOOSE PARTS.

IVAN
(holding out plate)

Now, I personally like pumpkin 
bread best when it’s a little 
crispy on the surface, but soft on 
the innermost layers. Nothin’ quite 
does it like a proton laser.

Abby takes the bread:

ABBY
(raises eyebrow, smirks)

You’re so weird...

IVAN
Just try it, Abby.

Ivan takes a bite, goes to tinker with the Contraption as 
Abby eyes the bread in her hand. She takes a bite. Closes her 
eyes, soaks in the flavor.
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ABBY
(groans, mouth full)

Oh. Ives, that is flippin’ good.

IVAN
(eyes still on work, 
snickers)

You haven’t even tried it with 
butter yet. Did ya fasten the Trip 
Safety Coupler?

(checks, quietly to 
himself)

No, you didn’t...

ABBY
And whaddaya use for that, quantum-
super-goat’s milk?

Ivan stops working, looks over his shoulder:

IVAN
(scoffs)

I dunno, just whatever butter’s at 
the store.

Ivan goes back to work as Abby takes another bite. The flavor 
is just as impactful as the first taste:

ABBY
(grunts)

Gah -- 
(whips towards Ivan)

How do you even do it, Ives??

IVAN
(caught off guard)

I... Hm. Y’know, ‘Cuz, I guess I 
just, go with whatever sounds good 
to me. My work’s not always 
successful -- hardly ever... But if 
it feels right, I figure it’s worth 
a shot, regardless --

The Contraption SPARKS, startling Ivan. His eyes dart around 
the machine as it starts to LIGHT UP, WHIRRING...

Abby leans forward, reaches for BUTTER as we hear the 
Contraption WHIRRING STRONGER O.S.: 

IVAN (CONT’D)
(getting worried)

Abbyyyy...?
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ABBY
(spreads butter on bread)

Mm. Well, if it were me --

We hear the Contraption ZAP as a GLOW EMERGES and quickly 
FADES --

ABBY (CONT’D)
-- Once I hit it big with one o’ 
those inventions, I’d say goodbye 
to this boring town!

(turns around)
Then I’d just kick back and enjoy 
the spoi... 

Abby’s eyes widen, mouth hanging open:

Only HALF OF THE SMOKING CONTRAPTION REMAINS IN TACT, the 
FRONT SPLIT OPEN LIKE FLOWER PETALS. Abby looks around, but 
Ivan is NOWHERE IN SIGHT... 

ABBY (CONT’D)
(meekly)

...Ivan?

Abby looks to the sky as we start lifting and soar upward, 
the poor girl SHRINKING FURTHER AWAY:

We reach the CLOUDS as they start blanketing over the earth 
below, until they’re all we can see:

From the Clouds we TRANSITION FROM REALM TO REALM, seeing 
numerous PARTICLES, ENERGIES, MICRO-ORGANISMS, etc., all 
vastly different in each world. After we pass through 
several, LIGHTNING SURGES, gathering PARTICLES together to 
form:

FLASH:

EXT. SHOPPING OUTLET - DAY, STORMY

“HOLE IN THE REALM” displays across the top of a small MOM-
AND-POP-STYLE RESTAURANT. The LIGHT behind the LETTER “M” 
FLICKERS.

A YOUNG WOMAN (20) STEPS INTO VIEW, her coat pulled over her 
head as protection from the rain. She looks over her shoulder 
at the sky, then back before rushing to the restaurant:
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INT. RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

The WOMAN STEPS through the door. The DOORBELL DINGS in a 
PECULIAR TUNE, the Woman taking note.

A SMALL, LONG TAIL hangs down from her coat --

WOMAN
Don’t remember seein’ this place 
before...

The Woman notices the Tail hanging next to her face. She 
TUTS, quickly tucks it back into the coat. 

She lowers her coat from her head as she steps in further, 
refocusing on her surroundings: 

The dining room seems like any typical small-business eatery: 
a FEW BOOTHS lined against the LARGE WINDOW; SEVERAL SMALL 
TABLES scattered throughout, some combined into larger 
tables; a FEW CUSTOMERS all sitting a good distance apart; a 
WAITRESS (seemingly 20’s) behind the COUNTER with a CASH 
REGISTER off in the corner, connected to a WINDOW to the 
KITCHEN; and a SHABBY MENU HANGING overhead.

The Woman makes her way to the furthest booth back. She sets 
down her SATCHEL. Moves over the booth seat, lowering down --

WAITRESS (O.S.)
(pleasant)

Please, feel free to seat yourself.

The Woman turns around. The Waitress is staring her down with 
a large, friendly grin.

WOMAN
Uh, thanks... I’ll do that...

(whispering to her coat)
Don’t get me into any trouble, all 
right?

The Woman sits. 

The Waitress ZIPS IN excitedly with a MENU and NOTEPAD in 
hand.

WAITRESS
(hands Woman menu)

Welcome to our fine establishment! 
Today’s specials are on the back. 
And you are...?
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WOMAN
(looks up from menu, 
eyebrow raised)

Aren’t you supposed to give me your 
name?

The Woman peers at the Waitress’s NAMETAG, which reads “FIL” 
in SLOPPY PENMANSHIP.

WOMAN (CONT’D)
“Fil?”

FIL
Oh! Please excuse my manners! Wrong 
culture--erm, I mean, it’s been a 
very busy day!

Woman looks around at the calm, uncrowded dining room:

GRUFF CUSTOMER
(raises hand)

I needs more ketchups!

WOMAN
(back to Waitress)

Uhh...

FIL
(flustered)

My name is “Fil.” Oh! 
(forced laughter)

But you already knew that. Erm... 
The specials are -- hurr -- That’s 
my name, don’t wear out -- Specials 
-- Specials...

(manically stammers)
Hoo, deep breaths, Fil...

WOMAN
(intervenes)

Abby! My name is Abby.
(flips through menu)

And Abby will just start with... 
(hands menu back)

A glass of water, please.

Abby’s coat RUSTLES --

ABBY (CONT'D)
(slaps coat)

And some of the complimentary 
toast.

Abby grins suspiciously.
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Fil rattles in place until -- DING! She pops back to normal, 
regaining her composure. 

FIL
(scribbles order on 
notepad)

M’kay, great! 

Fil swipes the menu. She SLINKS AWAY, still smiling, 
sheepishly chuckling...

Abby HUFFS in relief. She shuffles her stuff around, takes 
off her coat and lays it next to her. Her PHONE RINGS. She 
takes it from her coat pocket, looks down at screen. Sighs.

ABBY
(to coat)

Stay put.
(answers phone)

Hey, Mom...
(takes notebook from 
satchel)

Of course I know it’s due today...

Abby opens her NOTEBOOK to a NEARLY BLANK PAGE, only the 
title “Business Management Report” written in the header and 
a FEW DOODLES scribbled around the edges --

ABBY (CONT’D)
I’m just finishing it up right 
now...

(bites lower lip)
I dunno, I guess I just got busy! 
...Video games are important, Mom -- 
some people make a living off of 
playing them... Pizza’s important, 
too! ...Look, it’s just been a 
little crazy, and with-with the 
rain and all, I just figured... I 
know, Ivan aced college when he was 
ten -- he was also a total 
egghead... Sorry... What do you 
mean, of course I miss him! I miss 
him more than any... Ugh! Don’t 
worry about it, I’ll drop off the 
paper as soon as the weather clears 
up.

Abby CLICKS her phone harshly, tosses it on her coat. The 
coat jostles, lets out a SHORT GROWL.
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ABBY (CONT’D)
Sorry.

(rubs eyes, muttering)
I gotta get outta’ here...

She looks out the large window at the COLLEGE CAMPUS ACROSS 
THE STREET as the rain hammers down.

ABBY (CONT’D)
Seven years today, Ives... 

FIL ENTERS with a GLASS OF WATER and a PLATE WITH TOAST -- 

FIL
(sets down food)

Alrighty! Here is your water and 
toast. 

Abby anxiously shuts her notebook --

FIL (CONT’D)
Is there anything else I can get 
you? 

(politely)
Something we can charge you for, 
perhaps?

ABBY
No, I’m ok for now. Just waitin’ 
out this crazy rain...

FIL
(looks out window)

Hm. Looks like it’s clearing up to 
me.

Fil WALKS AWAY.

ABBY
(scoffs)

Yeah, okay --

The SUN SHINES through the window as the STORM CLEARS.

ABBY (CONT’D)
What the...

Abby’s phone RINGS. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
(answers phone)

...Yeah, I know the storm’s gone, 
Mom! I will take care of it.
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Abby CLICKS her phone, plops it on the table as she sulks.

She opens her notebook, grabs a PEN. She stares at the paper, 
tapping the pen.

Beat.

Abby tears a piece from the toast, hands it down to her coat. 
The coat overlaps the toast as we hear SMALL CHEWING.

Abby looks back out at the College.

ABBY (CONT’D)
Professor’s office should still be 
open. Plenty of time.

CUT TO:

Abby is leaning against her elbow on the table, biting her 
pen. There are now THREE EMPTY GLASSES and THREE PLATES, TWO 
EMPTY, ONE with a HALF-EATEN SLICE OF TOAST.

CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT - AFTERNOON

ABBY is laying down in the booth, her leg hung over the top, 
swinging up and down. The notebook is draped over her face. 
MORE GLASSES AND PLATES OF TOAST have accumulated on the 
table. 

CUT TO:

Abby is scribbling COMPLEX FORMULAS, GRAPHS, AND EQUATIONS on 
NAPKINS, her notebook tossed aside. MORE GLASSES AND TOAST. A 
SMALL HAND reaches up from the coat, grabs a slice of toast.

CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT - SUNSET

ABBY has her head down on table, rustling her hair and 
groaning. PILES OF GLASSES AND PLATES. EQUATION NAPKINS 
scattered about, no progress in the notebook.

VOICE (O.S.)
Excuse me.

ABBY
(slams up)

I said I’ll finish it, Mom!
(MORE)
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(comes to)
Huh?

Abby looks over to a BURLY WAITRESS (seemingly 40’s) with a 
NAMETAG reading “STOKLEY,” who seems far less pleasant than 
Fil and has a WIMPY MAN’S VOICE, clearly out of place. She is 
holding a MENU.

ABBY (CONT’D)
Oh, sorry...

STOKLEY
Since you’re in it for the long 
haul, would you like to see our 
dinner menu?

ABBY
Uhhh, nope. Just keep it a-comin’?

Stokley leaves the table, grumbling...

She reaches the COUNTER, where FIL is CLICKING away on the 
CASH REGISTER.

STOKLEY
The girl’s been eating nothing but 
toast for hours.

FIL
I know! And I’ve been off my game 
since she came in. I think she 
might be a witch.

STOKLEY
Maybe if we stop feeding it, it’ll 
go away...

Both waitress EXIT as they get back to work, leaving Abby to 
her studies.

CROSS-FADE:

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

ABBY is right where she’s been, her head now thrown back 
against the booth as she SNORES. The restaurant has CLEARED 
OUT of all other customers.

Abby slouches, slumps, slithers down, until she reaches the 
floor under the table, bringing her coat with her.

She awakes, groggily sitting up -- WAM! She hits her head on 
the table, causing the PLATES above to CLANK -- 

ABBY (CONT’D)
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ABBY
Ouch!

Rubbing her head, she looks down at her coat. She perks up, 
digs through it. She lifts her head, eyes widening.

ABBY (CONT’D)
(looking around, 
whispering)

Pest? Pest!

Abby is about to poke her head out from under the table when 
TWO PAIRS OF LEGS ENTER and block her path: 

STOKLEY
(sighs in relief)

I thought she’d never leave.

FIL
(stacking dishes)

Woot! One more table and it’s 
pajamas and binge-watching Footless 
Pete, P.I.! 

Fil picks up all stacks at once as Stokley wipes the table:

STOKLEY
We’re not watching the musical 
episode, though.

The waitresses make their way across the room, Fil towards 
the window to the kitchen; Stokley to the front door --

FIL
(whiny)

Aw, come on! That’s the best one!

Abby looks around the room, spots:

A SMALL, LONG TAIL slithers into the SWINGING DOOR to the 
KITCHEN...

STOKLEY (O.S.)
The show runs for nine straight 
seasons as a grounded crime drama, 
then they just decide one day --

Abby gasps, sulks.

STOKLEY (CONT’D)
“To heck with continuity, let’s 
bust out into song for a full 
episode!” 
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Stokley LOCKS THE DOOR.

ABBY
(whispers)

Oh, shoot!

Abby peers indecisively, then looks to the kitchen. She knows 
what to do.

STOKLEY
(flips OPEN SIGN to 
CLOSED)

It’s tacky, and quite frankly, 
disrespectful to the franchise.

Fil finishes dropping the dishes into a tray:

FIL
Well, I love it.

(puts tray through window)
All set, Bronny!

Abby stays low, sneaks out from the table to the kitchen...

STOKLEY
And the whole thing ends up being 
an elaborate dream? 

Stokley twists HER HEAD and POPS IT OFF like a HELMET, 
revealing a SMALL CREATURE inside the body with a PHYSIQUE 
somewhere between a MICRO-ORGANISM and an ONION STALK --

STOKLEY (CONT’D)
Original excuse -- haven’t heard 
that one before!

Abby is frozen at the kitchen door, eyes widened!

Fil POPS HER ARMS OFF, her HAIR NOW ACTING AS APPENDAGES:

FIL
Hm, must’ve been during the 
writers’ strike.

Abby’s jaw slowly drops open...

FIL (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Gosh, I hate those things! So 
constricting...

Flustered, Abby scurries INTO:
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INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

ABBY SLIPS IN, crouched with her back against the door.

ABBY
(whispering, whimpering)

I gotta get outta’ here...

Abby looks around the kitchen as we hear SCRUBBING and 
CLANKING:

A LARGE, BEEFY CHEF, MALE, seemingly 30s-40s, in an APRON and 
a RUBBER KITCHEN GLOVE is on the other side of the CENTRAL 
COOKING STATION, at the opposite wall of the room, facing 
away from Abby as he tosses a few POTS AND PANS into the 
BUBBLY SINK and scrubs. 

As Abby crawls in further, a FEW CRUMBS fall in front of her, 
then a HALF-EATEN SALTINE CRACKER. She looks up:

In the CUPBOARD just above her is a SMALL SQUIRREL-MONKEY-
LIZARD CREATURE -- with the same LONG TAIL Abby’s been 
searching for -- opening PACKAGES and noshing on INGREDIENTS. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
(whispering)

Hey. Pest! Get down here!

Abby checks her surroundings, then slowly stands up, reaches 
for Pest --

The KITCHEN DOOR CLUNKS open! Abby hunches down, shimmies 
into a FLOOR-LEVEL CUPBOARD just in time --

FIL and STOKLEY ENTER, making their way through the kitchen, 
Stokley carrying a GARBAGE BAG:

STOKLEY
All done in the dining area, 
Bronrath. We’re gonna go let Paltar 
know it’s ok to disembark.

ABBY
(softly)

“Disembark?”

FIL
(chuckles)

You know how he loves that word.
(to Bronrath)

We’ll see you down there!
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The Chef turns around, revealing his RUGGED LIZARD-MAN FACE, 
COVERED IN SCARS. INTIMIDATINGLY GRUFF, YET MONOTONED, he 
replies:

BRONRATH
I look forward to the musical 
episode. 

FIL
(coaxing Stokley)

Hahhhhh?

Stokley grumbles.

Bronrath gestures towards TWO ROLLED UP, BROWN PAPER BAGS 
with SLOPPY SMILEY FACES drawn on them with MARKER:

BRONRATH
I have prepared goodie bags from 
rationed ingredients for tonight’s 
marathon.

Pest perks up, looks down at bags:

PEST
Ooh...

FIL
(takes bags)

Aww, thanks, Bronny!

Fil hands Stokley a bag as they reach a BACKDOOR together. 
Fil pushes it open --

STOKLEY
They jumped the shark, and you all 
know it!

Abby pops her head out from behind the cupboard door. She 
peeks upward, GASPS:

Pest is GONE!

Abby looks to the Backdoor, where a TRAIL OF CRUMBS lead. She 
growls...

INT. BACKROOM - CONTINUOUS

The small room is cramped with a few CLEANING SUPPLIES and a 
METAL DOOR.

FIL and STOKLEY are talking to A FIGURE IN A FULL-BODY HAZMAT-
LIKE PROTECTION SUIT displayed on a SCREEN on the wall:
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STOKLEY
...All that toast, and she didn’t 
even tip.

PALTAR
(on screen)

Ooh hoo! Manager’s not gonna be 
happy ‘bout that one.

Stokley digs through GARBAGE BAG, pulls out Abby’s NAPKIN:

STOKLEY
And look at this, a waste of 
perfectly plain, unremarkable 
napkins!

FIL
Anyway, Pal -- Pally O’ Pal O’ Mine 
-- we’re ready to head out.

Paltar pushes some BUTTONS, flips SWITCHES on his CONSOLE:

PALTAR
Allllrighty! Ready and... 

He reaches for a LARGE, SINGIFICANT DIAL:

PALTAR (CONT’D)
(slowly twists dial)

Disembark.

ABBY is POPPING HER HEAD IN just as the ENTIRE ROOM JERKS. 
She falls into the room with a THUD. Everyone turns to look --

PALTAR (CONT’D)
Hey, what’s that?

FIL
You!

Abby is frozen stiff in a kneel. Her eyes dart around, notice 
PEST hanging on the corner of the doorway. She quickly 
stands, snatches Pest. SHEEPISHLY CHUCKLES.

STOKLEY
And she brought a Derthmite in 
here!

Paltar turns the Screen to STANDBY MODE --

Abby breaks for it THROUGH THE DOOR!

CUT TO:
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INT. MANAGER’S OFFICE

A METAL GAUNTLET rests on an ARMCHAIR in front of a SCREEN.

PALTAR POPS UP on the monitor:

PALTAR
Hey, boss. Guess we have an 
intruder. Thought you might wanna 
see this.

Paltar BRINGS UP a SCREENSHOT OF STOKLEY SHOWING A NAPKIN 
FULL OF EQUATIONS.

The Gauntlet squeezes the armrest hard...

PALTAR (CONT’D)
Whaddaya’ think we should do?

A DEEP, DARK VOICE replies:

MANAGER
(in a helmet)

Bring her to me...

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN 

ABBY and PEST are already halfway through the kitchenSTOKLEY 
and FIL BURST THROUGH THE DOOR --

STOKLEY
She’s a stowaway!

BRONRATH frantically turns to watch Abby fly through the 
SWINGING DOOR: 

INT. RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

ABBY SLIDES across the clean floor, then bolts to:

She reaches the front door... or at least where it should be. 
Stares wide, stunned:

Abby watches through a GLOWING, TRANSLUCENT FORCE FIELD 
BARRIER as the RESTAURANT is SLOWLY PULLING BACKWARD, away 
from the BUILDING’S FRONT DOOR... In fact, there seems to be 
an ENTIRE ABANDONED STORE between the Restaurant and the 
Door!
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Pest accidently drops a SALTINE CRACKER into the Barrier. It 
DISINTEGRATES... 

Abby backs away from the Barrier as the Restaurant now passes 
through a SWIRLING VORTEX OF ENERGY --

STOKLEY, FIL, and BRONRATH STEP IN:

FIL
There she is!

STOKLEY
Get away from there!

Abby turns around, clasping Pest tightly. She peers around:

She makes her way around the lobby and heads right for the 
WINDOW TO THE KITCHEN. She hops onto the counter, slides 
through:

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

ABBY hops down from the window onto the COUNTERSPACE below, 
knocking over DISHES as she scrambles to the ground.

BRONRATH SLAMS through the SWINGING DOOR with a WARRIOR’S 
ROAR, sending an assortment of DISHES in his path hurling 
through the air!

He lifts up his arm, where there is a DISH SCRUBBER ON A 
STICK WHERE HIS HAND SHOULD BE. The Scrubber RETRACTS into 
the WRISTGUARD, a METAL FIST POPS OUT! 

Bronrath stomps after Abby as she scurries through the 
kitchen. Bronrath swipes his massive arms to grab her as she 
dodges, toppling DISHES AND UNTENSILS from the countertops. 
He tries again, GROWLING! More dishes topple. Abby grabs and 
tosses POTS at him as he slaps them away with his forearms! 

As Abby turns around the corner of the CENTRAL COOKING SPACE, 
Bronrath RETRACTS HIS FIST, out POPS A METAL CLAW! He aims --

The Claw FIRES, opening up into a NET WITH BALL WEIGHTS --

Abby barely slips out of its reach, EXITING through the 
BACKDOOR, as the Net SLAPS against the counters, DESTROYING 
JARS and KNOCKING THINGS OVER.

STOKLEY and FIL HURRY IN behind Bronrath as he HUFFS.
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FIL
Ooh. Ooh, I’m sorry, buddy, this is 
gonna be a nightmare to clean up.

CUT TO:

EXT. BACK OF RESTAURANT - UNKNOWN TIME

The VALVE of the ARMORED DOOR SPINS, unlocks. It swings open, 
ABBY standing at the edge of the BACKROOM. STRONG WINDS 
BLOWING HER HAIR, she grabs the doorway as she looks down --

We pull back to realize that the RESTAURANT itself is a LARGE 
BOX attached to an ARMORED, CRANE-LIKE APPENDAGE, hoisted 
high into the air from a CENTRAL HUB BUILDING with MUTLITPLE 
APPENDEGES resting on the ground, all attached to BOXES OF 
VARIOUS SIZES and SHAPES. 

Across a VAST WALL around the entire complex are seemingly 
COUNTLESS LARGE GATEWAYS, one of which the currently occupied 
Restaurant is retracting from...
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